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1. Embodiment of Characters: – Rehearsing the text according to directions of the
theater counselor by imagining the implied context of the play. Participants
typically reported on their uneasiness and joy in playing (20 excerpts).
2. Collective Experience of Play: – Stimulating participants to reflect on changes
they experienced while playing (41 excerpts).
3. Holding and Containment: – Encouraging participants to express their feelings to
each other and regarding the directions of the theater counselor (40 excerpts).
4. Enactment of the Play: – Play-acting Antigone and engaging in dialogues with
participants on their role-taking (118 excerpts).
5. Enactment of Organizational Theater: – This was not a category of axial coding,
but it facilitated the next stages of the action research.
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Art dialogues
The theater counselor jotted down the following field notes:
Merel, as Antigone, appears despondent. Especially as her articulation is colored with shame.
I tell her that Antigone feels confident, she knows of no shame and is proud that she has
buried her brother. I give her technical instructions, to stand firmly, look her opponent in the
eyes and take time. Thus staying in the moment and really meeting him. When Merel follows
these directions, her attitude and looks change. She acts proudly and in no way shamefully.
One of her colleagues in the audience says: ‘Now you sound powerful, it was really a NO!’
Not in volume, but in intention. Other participants agree.

An essential component of theater-as-politics is reflection on playing. Sharing
experiences and associations as a group turns the stage into a playing field for narratives. Therefore, it is important that emotions and conversations be voiced freely,
without judgment or comments, as shown in the following transcript:
Merel said: In the scene, I really feel like Antigone when she says, ‘Everybody agrees with me,
but no one will speak out.’ In real life, in the organization, I might feel like Antigone. But then I
realize that we as individuals ‘cannot win the battle’.
Lisa commented on her playing the character of Ismene, who persistently gave her stubborn
sister Antigone a ‘no’ to her request to bury their brother together:
Experiencing diﬃculty with saying ‘no’ is very similar to my own life. I find it so diﬃcult to take
a stance, it really costs me a lot of eﬀort.
Lisa experienced that in order to play Ismene’s persistence in a convincing way, she had to
develop a strong character not to give in to Antigone’s determination. It shows how playing a
role requires awareness of the body and of one’s internal dialogue. Participants were helped
to become aware of nuances in their emotions as 21st century professionals, while at the
same time they were connected with motives and personal struggles of the characters in the
play.

From the first scene, we distilled three important theater ingredients, namely
imaginary space, reflective space and ritual space.

Imaginary Space: The Sense of Playing
The first ingredient is the transition from everyday life to imaginary space, a place
where one can visualize an alternative reality. A classic story like Antigone takes
participants to another time and place in which the characters are not the modern
type of manager, nurse or teacher, but kings, princesses, gods and warriors.
A significant part of the dialogues shows participants as being invigorated merely by
sharing experiences. The art dialogues are characterized by two aspects:
1. There is a sense of playing, having fun, excitement and surprise at embodying
roles. This involves a process of body awareness, learning how to use emotions
and physical expression to really embody a character and to influence the
dynamics on stage. Counseling on different levels simultaneously is needed so
that participants feel their personal drive as well as the motives of the character
in the play.
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audience laughs when the nurses take action, in slow motion with music from a wellknown medical soap. They give instructions, grab the emergency suitcase and move
towards the patient, enlarging their actions and expressions. The audience is
cheering and applauding. While performing in slow motion, colleagues laugh and
shout their names outrageously.”

Art dialogues
On stage, the participants experienced being liberated from the disciplinary rules,
protocols and hierarchical relationships of organizational life. One of the
participants, Suus, said: “Feeling vulnerable and […] very uncomfortable, until you
think ‘whatever’! Everyone is doing it! It gives you the feeling of being nude, really
free to discover something. […] The fact that you don’t feel restrained by thoughts
going on in your head.”
Linde remarked: “I have the feeling that our lives are determined by the need to
set goals, by being useful, by accomplishing all kinds of tasks. […] Playing and
theater make me feel free to do things that are not useful or important. [….] It makes
me feel happy and gives joy. Indeed because it is not useful, you know, like when we
played as kids, just for fun and not for tasks and obligations.”
Another participant declared: “It feels so good to act in a free manner for a change!
[...] I don’t have the feeling we can make mistakes. You can do it differently, but
that’s okay!”

Carnival and recreating reality
Reflecting on the second scene, Linde pointed to an important condition for creating
free space: to let go of functional roles and useful activities, to be as spontaneous as
a child. Playing is not for the sake of achieving a goal external to the play itself
(Huizinga, 2008). Children play for the sake of playing. It needs trust and to let go:
“Let’s see where the playing will lead us.”
After the third scene, the audience was invited to participate in the art dialogues
and thus they became part of the playing. In this way, the communitas continued to
develop and expand organically on and around the stage, with participants and
spectators coming together in one carnival of play: “To feel how the audience reacts!
Everyone speaks in superlatives, embraces you and has enjoyed it.”
Playing together resulted in feeling happy as a group and in becoming free in a way
that is taboo according to normal codes of conduct, for example being seductive,
manipulative, expressing anger. Acting gave very special energy; it caused fun and
laughter, and at the same time everyone concentrated and listened attentively to one
another.
The third scene especially showed that both participants and audience
rediscovered the importance of taking care of the self with regard to their personalprofessional values and sought an answer to the question: what do I need for the
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Practical Implications of ADM for Career Counseling
ADM adds to career counseling by:
1. Expanding the individual orientation in existing programs to develop collective
learning.
2. Changing the instrumental approaches of career counselors away from career
guiding as a step-by-step procedure solving a practical problem towards an
empowered, emancipatory way of sense-making as a professional community.
3. Shifting the predominant rational and verbal models to a non-linear dialogical
and art-based way of using all intelligences, to develop phronesis.
4. Redefining career counseling as a cultural praxis with a focus on healing
horizontal and hierarchical relationships and making the working life meaningful
as communitas. Since employees are hindered not just in their career, but in their
professional life as a whole–by fragmentation, loss of control, feeling lonely,
disempowered–we have to address these problems as interrelated phenomena.
Therefore, we propose to embed career counseling in an overall ADM researchand-guidance process.

Reflections on Theater as Politics
As indicated earlier, the theater methodos integrates three modes of space:
In imaginary space, participants visualize issues (mythos), both by embodying
(pathos) characters of a classic narrative (Antigone) and by telling the story of their
lives.
In reflective space, there are cross-overs from classical to personal narratives,
from playing on stage to empowered role-taking in everyday life (ethos). Thus,
participants must find new words to give meaning (logos) to their working life by
means of emplotment, “which makes the juxtaposing of events possible” (Hermans,
2001, p. 341), jumping back and forth between role-taking on stage and functional
roles in their daily lives.
In ritual space, embodiment fuels the transition from ‘as if’ to real play and roletaking as a means “to live truthfully under imaginary circumstances” (Silverberg,
1997, p. 9). Thus, common ground is created for re-enactment as a constructive
alternative to acting-out (Schaverien, 1994). The embodied processes of healing
disruptions in and between people . are conditional for developing a collective
wisdom or phronèsis; both as a community and individually: to become who you
really are, according to Nietzsche and other philosophers on the art of living.

